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			Researchchallenges

[image: ]Coastal & Marine Governance

Establishing sustainable governance across all sectors

[image: ]sustainable futures & planetary health

Measuring ocean limits to support sustainable human wellbeing

[image: ]environmental change & adaptation

Understanding the inter-relationship we have with our oceans


research approaches


[image: multicolored-exotic-fish]knowledge production

Achieving sustainable outcomes for our marine systems

[image: beautiful-blue-coral-bottom-sea]science engagement & impact

Enabling all stakeholders towards responsible stewardship of our oceans



Projects & Opportunities
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cross themes research


[image: milos-prelevic-2xuiab6o-qc-unsplash]Future seas

Motivating international efforts to improve ocean health by providing science for sustainable development of oceans








	People[image: landscape-tasman-peninsula-tasmania-australia]Members
Our members include researchers from across a variety of disciplines and institutions

[image: ]Students
We host post graduate and under graduate students from a variety of disciplines and institutions

[image: morning-happy-valley-sunshine-coast-queensland-australia]Steering Committee
Our steering committee is composed of members from a variety of organisations


[image: plastic-bag-environment-pollution-with-iceberg-trash]Visiting Researchers
We host visiting researchers and students from around the world

[image: trekking-tasman-peninsula-tasmania-australia]Alumni
Meet the CMS students who have finished their degrees
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Access all of our annual reports here


[image: ]publications
Scientific publications


[image: ]Factsheets
Useful information about the definitions and terms that we'll add to over time
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Pathways to Impact Plan and our 5 research themes
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Blogs and Infographics

[image: trekking-tasman-peninsula-tasmania-australia]newsletters
Read about all the goings-on at CMS
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Catch up on the latest CMS news
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Review upcoming CMS events and stay informed
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Watch our videos to learn how we engage with others outside our Centre
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Connect with CMS

The Centre for Marine Socioecology is a collaboration between the University of Tasmania and the CSIRO, with support from the Australian Antarctic Division.  Meet the people of CMS and learn more about our vision.

About Us

Learn about our vision for the future and see who we are partnering with to make it happen

connect with us

Meet the people from around the world that make up our amazing team

On Country
Learn more about On Country experiences you might like to participate in and engage with in Lutruwita/Tasmania
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We are sorry, but the page you are looking for could not be found.
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Available PhD Projects

Current Projects

Completed Projects
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2 May, 2024
CMS Seminar: Regina Weiss
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[image: ]Alternator article: Artificial underwater reefs during the wave of change and continued environmental degradation

[image: ]The Conversation article: These extraordinary Australian islands are teeming with life – and we must protect them before it’s too late

[image: ]The Conversation article: ‘How long before climate change will destroy the Earth?’: research reveals what Australian kids want to know about our warming world

[image: ]The Conversation article: Climate change will strike Australia’s precious world heritage sites and Indigenous knowledge is a key defence

[image: ]Cosmos article: Kelp were dying - what happened next?
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  Tweets by CMS_UTas
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Hobart,  Tasmania, Australia 

CMS.Admin@utas.edu.au
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About Us


Funders
Annual Reports
Resources for Members
CMS Impact Plan (PDF)
CMS Research Themes Brochure (PDF)
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Keep in touch with CMS.
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Contact

Meet Our People
Contact Us


related links


RedMap
Future Seas
Curious Climate
 



Study with cms


Available PhD Opportunities
Graduate Summer School
Internships (coming soon)


Acknowledgement of country

We acknowledge and pay respect to the traditional owners and custodians of sea country all around Australia, in particular lutruwita (Tasmania), and recognise their collective wisdom and knowledge of our oceans and coasts.

Download our 

Voice statement
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